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There are different kinds of painting techniques, but most amazing with desirable results is by oil
paints. Oil paintings last for a long time, and do not loose their color early. It is an ancient tradition to
paint with oil paints, and our ancestors started that in 15th century. Painters chose canvas for
painting according to their personal likings.  Canvas prints thus generated will last for decades to
come due to distinct properties of oil paints. Generation of canvas print takes time because it is a
skillful act which needs lot of concentration, and we canâ€™t finish the painting in a short duration.
Thought process for a painting starts well before starting, and the painter fixes the object in mind till
the final touch of painting. Normal oil paining will take 4-5 weeks in completion, and it can be a
master piece if the color combination and object representation is done in proper way. There are
number of steps followed by artist while oil painting and those steps describe future of the canvas
print developed.

Selection of an object for oil painting is quite tough, but it is easy for professional artists because
they know the basic concepts of paintings, and they will select any of the subjects for painting. In oil
painting the first step involves creation of outline on the canvas with graphite or charcoal, after
creating outline go further and fill colors in the painting. If your outlining is not proper then you canâ€™t
make an effective impression on eyes of viewers, outlines act as a base of paintings and they canâ€™t
be drawing on canvas.

Oil used in painting can be from different seeds, linseed oil is a tempted source of oil paints which
will not fade easily. Supporting colors are generated from flex plant, as it is used as a thinner of oil
paints. Thinning of oil is a method used by artists to gloss the painting more accurately. Most
common colors used in development of an oil painting on canvas are green, blue, red, they are also
known as primary colors. Combination of these colors is perfect for any subject, and without green
we canâ€™t imagine a painting of natural object. Canvas Art developed by oil painting method can be
used in decoration of houses, because they are ever lasting and do not need any special
maintenance after installation.

You can avoid the damage of canvas print developed by oil painting methods, by applying fixers on
the edges of canvas, it will impart firmness to the canvas and it canâ€™t be damaged easily. Thinner
used in colors should be in proper concentration so as to avoid the fading of shade after getting
expose to sunlight.
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Victor Parker - About Author:
Oil paintings are quite popular since prehistoric era, and they are used by people as a a Wall Art
object in houses. If you donâ€™t want to spend lot of money put canvas art on walls and decorate house
and offices in limited budget.
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